Review diploma work Adam Chotěbor

The goal of the diploma project by Adam Chotěbor was the design of a swimming pool in the city of Český Brod, with special attention to the aspect of sustainability. Český Brod does not have a public swimming pool. The location at current sports facilities along Šembera connects the future swimming pool with existing but unused outdoor pool, soccer area, and green corridor.

The connection with sports area and previous outdoor pool makes sense in urban context. However, the location is not without problems, due to height difference in the terrain south of the sports area. The current location of the final design was found after testing various locations in the vicinity. The final urban composition is an elegantly simple solution that adds the swimming pool to the area.

The architectural concept of the swimming pool is fitting for a relatively small town. By incorporating the roof as additional landscape, much value is added to the concept. Consequently, a shape is derived that deviates from standard shapes, and allows all-year operation in various modes. It leads to an outstanding solution that at the same time is simple, cost-effective, and sustainable.

To conclude, I propose that the diploma work by Adam Chotěbor is passed, with mark 'A'.
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